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Effects of rhythmic audito
ry cueing on stepping in
place in patients with Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract
Background: Stepping in place (SIP) is a useful locomotor training intervention. The purpose of this study was to investigate the
effects of single auditory-cued SIP training on cortical excitability, rhythmic movements andwalking ability in patients with Parkinson’s
disease
(PD).

Methods: Cross-over randomized control trial. Each participant completed two interventions with at least one-week washout
period in between: (1) SIP with concurrent auditory cues (AC condition) and (2) SIP without auditory cues (NC condition).

Results: In the primary outcome, the cortical silent period (CSP) duration increased (P= .005), whereas short intracortical inhibition
(SICI) decreased after training (P= .001). Freezers demonstrated enhanced inhibition in the resting motor threshold and CSP
duration. SICI and intracortical facilitation were modulated in both groups under the AC condition. In the secondary outcomes, the
stepping variability decreased significantly (AC: P= .033; NC: P= .009), whereas walking cadence increased after training (AC:
P= .019; NC: P= .0023).

Conclusions: Auditory-cued SIP training improved the lower-limb movement variability and modulated the cortical excitability in
patients with PD. Freezers may benefit more from this training than nonfreezers.

Abbreviations: AC condition = auditory-cueing condition, AMEP = active motor evoked potential, CSP = cortical silent period,
CV = coefficient of variance, FOG = freezing of gait, ICF = intracortical facilitation, MEP = motor evoked potential, NC condition =
non-cued condition, PD = Parkinson’s disease, RMT = resting motor threshold, SICI = short intracortical inhibition, SIP = stepping in
place, TMS = transcranial magnetic stimulation.
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1. Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common neurodegenerative disease
with dominant movement dysfunction.[1,2] Patients with PD may
experience difficulty in performing repetitive rhythmic move-
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ments such as finger tapping and walking.[3,4] To ameliorate the
rhythmic movement problem, auditory cues are often applied to
gait training. Numerous long-term studies have investigated the
effects of auditory cues on walking, with most showing an
improvement in walking ability[5–7] and a reduction in gait
variability.[8,9]

Freezing of gait (FOG) is a unique phenomenon. When
comparing patients with or without FOG, some differences are
noted. The ability to maintain walking rhythm and regulate
timing of bilateral movements is more impaired in freezers (PD
patient with freezing of gait) than in nonfreezers (PD patient
without freezing of gait). The stride–time and stepping in place
(SIP) variability is significantly larger in freezers than in
nonfreezers.[4,10] Furthermore, additional pathology occurs in
the pedunculopontine nucleus of the mesencephalic locomotor
region in freezers.[11,12] Meanwhile, freezers and nonfreezers
exhibit different responses to auditory cues.[8]

The surrounding environment can affect the walking ability of
patients with PD.[13] Weather, fear of falling, and limited activity
space may hinder patients from completing auditory-cued
walking training. SIP is a repetitive rhythmic movement
containing a reciprocal and rhythmic lower extremity movement
pattern, which is similar to gait.[14] It is an alternative training
method which can be applied when the space is limited, such as at
bedsides or in hospital wards. Hence, it can be an alternative
intervention to walking for patients with PD. A study showed
that freezers and nonfreezers had different performance when
executing SIP movements.[10] The SIP movement might be helpful
to explore the difference between freezers and non-freezers.
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Long-term auditory cueing training for walking has demon-
strated beneficial effects on walking performance and variability.
The motor improvements after long-term training have been
attributed to functional changes in the brain, originating from
accumulative brain reorganization in a single training session.
Appending auditory cues to SIP exercise has shown benefits on
stroke patients but no study discusses about this training in
PD.[15] Therefore, this study investigated the effects of a single
auditory-cued SIP training session on lower rhythmic movements
and cortical excitability in patients with PD and compared the
performance of freezers and nonfreezers. We hypothesized that
the effects of auditory cues could modulate cortical excitability
and that patients with PD demonstrate more improvement
after auditory-cued SIP training than after SIP training without
auditory cues.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The study protocols had been approved by the Institutional
Review Board and Research Ethics Committee of National
Taiwan University Hospital.
The inclusion criteria were
(1)
 age >20 years,

(2)
 diagnosed with idiopathic PD (Hoehn and Yahr stages I

to III),

(3)
 no hearing impairment,

(4)
 can walk independently for at least 10 m without an assistive

device, and

(5)
 can understand and follow instructions (Mini–Mental State

Examination [MMSE] score above 24).
Patients were assigned to the freezer or nonfreezer group based
on their score in the first question of the new Freezing of Gait
(FOG) questionnaire.[16]

Patients were excluded if they met any of the following criteria:
(1)
 other neurological or psychological diseases,

(2)
 diagnosed with dementia,

(3)
 inability to follow instructions, or

(4)
 contraindications for transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS) assessment.[17]
The patients were recruited from the Department of Neurolo-
gy, the Parkinson Center, and Physical Therapy Center at
National Taiwan University Hospital. Each subject provided
informed consent and completed a TMS safety questionnaire
before the first experiment.

2.2. Intervention procedures

To eliminate the influence of medications, patients were asked
to stop their dopaminergic drugs at least 8hours before the
experiment.
After baseline data collection was completed, all participants

attended two SIP trainings under two conditions in random
sequence (through computer-generated random-number alloca-
tion), with a washout interval of at least 1 week between two
conditions. The SIP training involved 10 rounds of 50-step SIP
movements with the arms swinging spontaneously. We used a
metronome sound as an auditory cue to guide the SIP movement
for the auditory-cueing condition (AC condition). The auditory
cue was set at 110% of the usual cadence, which was retrieved
2

from the pretest walking assessment. The participants were asked
to match their steps with each beep as accurately as possible.
In the non-cued condition (NC condition), the participants
performed the SIP movement at their speed. Post-training
assessments were completed immediately after the training.
2.3. Primary outcome measures

Cortical excitability was assessed using TMS. A double-cone
TMS coil was used to stimulate the motor area of the tibialis
anterior, which was connected to a Magstim BiStim2 stimulator
(Magstim Co. Ltd., Whitland, UK). Electromyography (EMG)
was performed through surface electrodes over the tibialis
anterior muscle. The most affected hemisphere was assessed.
During TMS recording, the resting motor threshold (RMT)

was determined according to the Rossini method[18]: the lowest
intensity that induces 50mV of MEP in 50% of the testing trials.
The following measurements were included in this study.
1.
 MEP measured at the intensity of 130% of RMT under a
resting condition.
2.
 Cortical silent period (CSP) and active MEP (AMEP)
measured at the intensity of 130% of RMT under active
contraction.
3.
 SICI and intracortical facilitation (ICF) obtained through
paired-pulse TMS under resting condition. The conditioning
stimuluswas set at80%ofRMTand the testing stimuluswas set
at 130%ofRMT.The interstimulus intervals (ISIs)were 2, 3, 7,
10, and12ms. ISIs of2 and3ms represented SICIs,whereas that
of 10 and12ms represented ICFs. An ISI of 7mswas the neutral
point. The SICI and ICF valueswere obtained through the peak-
to-peak value of the EMG response, divided by the mean value
of MEP, expressed as the percentage of MEP.

2.4. Secondary outcome measures

Movement assessments consisted of the SIP test and walking.
1.
 SIP performance was measured using the Kistler force plate
(type 9260AA, Kistler AG, Winterthur, Switzerland). The
patients were asked to step on the force plate at a comfortable
speed. Stepping data were recorded for 15 seconds.
2.
 The patients were asked to walk on the GAITRite electronic
walkway at a comfortable speed. Walking variability, walking
speed, cadence, and stride length were recorded throughout
the system.

2.5. Data analyses

The stepping variability was calculated from the duration
between each peak vertical force, which was detected by the
force plate. Walking variability was obtained from the step time
recorded using the GAITRite walkway. Both the stepping
variability and walking variability were represented by the
coefficient of variation (CV) = (standard deviation of step time)/
(mean of the step time) of each step time. All statistical analyses
were performed in SPSS (version 22.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
The patient characteristics are expressed using descriptive
analysis and compared using the independent t test. Within-
and between-group comparisons were performed using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test and Mann–Whitney U test, respec-
tively; a-level was set at 0.05.



Figure 1. Flowchart of the participants in this study.
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3. Results

3.1. Participants

In total, 21 patients with PD (10 freezers and 11 nonfreezers)
were recruited (Fig. 1 flowchart). Table 1 shows the demographic
data of the participants and a comparison between the freezer and
nonfreezer groups.

3.2. TMS assessments

The results of the single-pulse TMS are shown in Table 2. The
results of SICI and ICF are presented in Figure 2. No difference in
3

RMT, MEP, and AMEP was observed between the pretest and
posttest assessments and between the experimental conditions in
general. Under the AC condition, the CSP increased after training
and this phenomenon was not observed in NC condition. A
significant condition effect was noted between the two conditions
(P= .006). For pair-pulse TMS, under the AC condition, the total
curve of five interstimulus intervals demonstrated an upward
trend after training (Fig. 2A). Moreover, the MEP of SICI (2ms)
increased significantly after training from 17.5% to 32% of the
unconditioned MEP (P= .001). Under the NC condition, no
obvious change after the training was noted in both SICI and ICF
(Fig. 2B).

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 1

Demographic data of the participants.

Parameters Total FOG+ (n=10) FOG� (n=11)

Age, year 63.48±6.23 65.50±5.08 61.64±6.83
More affected side, left/right 12/9 8/2 4/7
Hoehn and Yahr stage 2.14±0.85 2.70±0.68 1.64±0.67
Disease duration 7.56±4.12 9.48±4.50 5.82±2.96
MMSE 28.95±0.74 28.70±0.82 29.18±0.60
NFOG-Q 5.24±6.32 11.00±4.27 0
UPDRS-III 14.76±3.77 17.5±3.1 12.27±2.32

Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation.
Comparison between freezers and nonfreezers were completed using an independent t test.
FOG+= freezers, FOG-=non-freezers, MMSE=mini-mental state examination, NFOG-Q=New
Freezing of Gait Questionnaire, UPDRS-III=Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale- motor section.
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A significant condition effect was found at SICI (3 ms):
inhibition decreased under the AC condition, but increased under
the NC condition.
3.3. Movement assessments

The CV results of the stepping and walking performance of the
participants under the two training conditions are shown in
Table 2. No difference in the baseline stepping and walking CVs
were noted between the AC and NC conditions (P= .821 and
.958, respectively). In both the AC and NC condition, the
stepping CV decreased significantly after training. There was no
difference between the pretest and posttest walking CV. For
walking performance, in both the AC and NC conditions, the
patients tended to walk under higher frequency after training
(P< .05). However, the difference in the walking speed and stride
length was nonsignificant. No between-group difference was
identified.
3.4. Comparison between freezers and nonfreezers

The details of the single-pulse TMS in the freezer and nonfreezer
groups are presented in Table 3. Group data of SICI and ICF are
shown in Figure 3. No difference was found in the baseline values
between the groups.
Table 2

Results of single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation and movem

AC condition

Pre Post T

Single-pulse TMS
RMT, % 46.0±11.38 46.19±11.79
MEP, mV 1198.16±738.8 1154.49±771.47
AMEP, mV 2386.91±856.14 2427.99±877.79
CSP, ms 141.46±29.24 152.03±34.49

Movement
Stepping CV, % 7.0±2.7 5.7±1.6
Walking CV, % 4.1±1.6 3.7±1.0
Speed, m/s 1.04±0.231 1.06±0.195
Cadence, /min 113.61±9.76 116.87±7.53
Stride length, m 1.09±0.21 1.1±0.19

Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Asterisk (∗) represents P< .05.
AC condition= auditory cueing condition, AMEP= active motor evoked potential, CSP= cortical silent pe
RMT= resting motor threshold, TMS= transcranial magnetic stimulation.
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In the single-pulse TMS assessments, the freezers showed a
significant increase in RMT under the AC condition. The changes
in RMT after training were significantly larger in the freezer
group than in the nonfreezer group. The SP of the freezer group
increased significantly.
In the pair-pulse measurements, significant decreases at SICI

(2ms) was noted in both the freezer and nonfreezer groups under
the AC condition (P= .047 and .008, respectively; Fig. 3A and C,
respectively). An increase in ICF(10ms) was also found in the
nonfreezer group under the AC condition (P= .016, Fig. 3C).
Increases were noted at SICI (3 ms) in the freezer group under the
NC condition (P= .037, Fig. 3B).
The resultsof the stepping andwalkingCVare shown inTable 3.

Under the AC condition, no significant time effect on the stepping
CV was noted in both groups. The freezer group showed more
improvement in walking CV after the AC training than did the
nonfreezer group. Under the NC condition, the nonfreezer group
demonstrated a significant reduction in the steppingCV,whereas a
reduction in the walking CV was found in the freezer group.
4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of auditory cues on cortical excitability

The pathological changes of PD could alter the motor
performance and cortical excitabilities.[19] Regarding cortical
excitability, twomajor findings were noted in our study. First, the
CSP duration increased significantly after SIP training under the
AC condition. This result is consistent with the findings of Fisher
et al.[19] In their study, CSP duration increased with improvement
in gait performance in patients with PD who received high-
intensity treadmill training.
The CSP duration is considered shorter in patients with PD

than in healthy controls, which represents the failure in the
cortical inhibition mechanism, and is the most consistent finding
in most TMS studies on PD.[19] It is thought to be related to
GABA-B receptors.[27] The CSP duration is sensitive to
interventions. Interventions such as medications, high-intensity
exercises, and repetitive TMS can increase the CSP duration and
aid motor improvements.[20] Therefore, our study suggested that
appending auditory cues to SIP training could modulate the
GABA-B-related inhibition circuits.
ent assessments of the participants.

NC condition

ime P Pre Post Time P

.509 46.33±12.58 46.52±12.59 .472

.614 1355.17±916.94 1281.01±942.13 .455

.639 2389.24±1103.48 2365.11±986.76 .876
.005

∗
138.74±25.11 138.03±19.85 .526

.033
∗

7.0±2.3 6.1±2.2 .009
∗

.073 4.1±1.3 3.8±1.1 .085

.244 1.04±0.23 1.06±0.19 .164
.019

∗
113.83±9.62 116.41±8.95 .023

∗

.958 1.09±0.2 1.1±0.18 .903

riod, CV= coefficient of variance, MEP=motor evoked potential, NC condition=non-cued condition,



Figure 2. Pair-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation of all the participants under the (A) auditory-cued and (B) noncued condition. The solid line represents pretest
and the dotted line represents posttest results. A significant decrease was found at short intracortical inhibition (2ms) under the auditory-cued condition (A); no
difference was found under the non-cued condition (B).

∗
P< .05.
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Second, SICI (2ms) decreased significantly after training under
the AC condition, representing less inhibition after auditory-cued
SIP training. Our result is consistent with one study, which
examined the effects of a single session of ankle motor learning
training on cortical excitability over the tibialis anterior motor
area in healthy subjects.[21] The researchers found that SICI (2.5
ms) decreased significantly with improvements in motor perfor-
mance in subjects who received ankle skill training. The reduced
SICI may be associated with motor learning process, representing
the plasticity in primary motor cortex. However, two studies
discussed the SICI changes in PD after intervention exhibited
different results. One study showed increased SICI after single-
session treadmill training regardless of applying transcranial
direct stimulation or not.[22] The other interventional study
Table 3

Results of single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation and movem

AC condition

Pre Post

Single-pulse TMS
RMT, % FOG+ 46.3±14.86 47.7±15.26

FOG� 45.73±7.76 44.82±8.01
MEP, mV FOG+ 993.15±813.0 1005.54±683.1

FOG� 1384.53±645.4 1289.89±853.3
AMEP, mV FOG+ 2193.79±622.6 2239.9±634.3

FOG� 2562.4±1022.6 2598.9±1054.2
CSP, ms FOG+ 141.12±30.69 148.2±29.36

FOG� 142.67±29.30 155.52±39.69
Movement
Stepping CV, % FOG+ 7.0±2.8 6.0±1.7

FOG� 6.9±2.9 5.6±1.7
Walking CV, % FOG+ 4.6±1.8 3.7±0.9

FOG� 3.7±1.3 3.7±1.2

Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Asterisk (∗) represents P< .05.
AC condition= auditory cueing condition, AMEP= active motor evoked potential, CSP= cortical silent perio
NC condition=non-cued condition, RMT= resting motor threshold, TMS= transcranial magnetic stimula
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demonstrated an increase in SICI with increased CSP after long-
term interventions.[23] It is hard to explain the result as reduced
SICI is considered as the manifestation of abnormal neurophysi-
ology in PD. From the abovementioned study about ankle skill
training, we surmised that appending auditory cues to move-
ments, unlike walking on the treadmill, was new to patients with
PD and therefore may result in different neurophysiological
performance.
4.2. Effects of auditory cues on lower extremity rhythmic
movements

In our study, decreased stepping CV and increased cadence were
noted after the SIP training with and without the auditory cues.
ent variability of the freezers and nonfreezers.

NC condition

Time P Pre Post Time P

.028
∗

47.5±16.2 47.9±16.28 .458
.196 45.27±8.81 45.27±8.66 .757
.959 1220.89±891.2 1160.9±905.8 .878
.534 1477.23±965.5 1390.2±1004.6 .328
.386 2045.3±868.1 2129.1±858.4 .203
.594 2701.8±1237.4 2579.6±1085.3 .424
.009

∗
144.37±33.77 139.5±24.05 .878

.131 133.63±13.21 136.7±16.21 .284

.169 6.3±1.7 5.8±1.8 .386

.155 7.5±2.7 6.4±2.6 .010
∗

.022
∗

4.2±1.2 3.4±0.8 .007
∗

.790 3.9±1.4 4.1±1.2 .790

d, CV= coefficient of variance, FOG+= freezers, FOG-=non-freezers, MEP=motor evoked potential,
tion.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 3. Pair-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation in the freezer group (A and B) and nonfreezer group (C and D). The solid line represents the pretest and the
dotted line represents the posttest results. A significant decrease was found at short intracortical inhibition (2ms) in the freezers in the auditory-cued condition (A); a
significant increase was found at short intracortical inhibition (3ms) in the freezers in the non-cued condition (B); in the nonfreezers, increased excitation was found
at at short intracortical inhibition (2ms) and intracortical facilitation (10ms) in the auditory-cued condition (C), and no difference was noted between the pretest and
posttest in the non-cued condition (D).

∗
P< .05.
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Themotor improvements might be due to learning effect. In other
words, the patients may have become accustomed to the SIP
movements and developed an improved strategy to execute them.
Increases in the cadence may have been from a transfer effect of
the SIP training, causing the patients to walk under more normal
cadence.
Research regarding auditory-cued training on the lower

extremities can be divided into two categories:
(1)
 cued walking interventions are performed for a long period,
and
(2)
 concomitant auditory cues are applied to walking with the
walking performance under auditory cues being examined.
This is the first study to examine the effects of a single auditory-
cued SIP training session. However, the effects of auditory cues
could not be determined using kinematic data, such as CV and
walking performance. This suggests that patients with PD may
require more training sessions to embed the learned rhythm into
their autonomic rhythmic movements, such as SIP or walking.
6

4.3. Comparison between freezers and nonfreezers
Freezers are considered to have additional pathology and more
impairment in the inhibitory circuits compared with nonfreezers.
Some studies have shown differences between freezers and
nonfreezers in neural images, motor performance, and responses
to interventions. However, few studies have investigated the
differential effects of an auditory-cued intervention between
freezers and nonfreezers.
In the TMS assessments, the freezers rather than the

nonfreezers had a significant increase in RMT and a notable
increase in CSP after training under the AC condition. Thus, the
inhibitory circuits mediated by GABA-B receptors were rein-
forced by the auditory cues in the freezers. In the pair-pulse
measurements, after the auditory-cued SIP training, both the
freezers and nonfreezers showed a decreased inhibition at SICI (2
ms) and the nonfreezers had additional excitation at ICF (10 ms).
General elevated excitability was also found in the nonfreezers.
Therefore, we propose that the auditory cues had modulating
effects on the intracortical circuits in both groups.
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In the movement assessments, the freezers significantly
improved in the walking CV under both conditions; a similar,
but nonsignificant, improvement was noted in the stepping CV.
The nonfreezers only demonstrated a decreased stepping CV
under the AC and NC conditions. From these results, we propose
that the SIP training was beneficial to both groups and that the
freezers benefited more from the SIP training than did the
nonfreezers. Task difficulty might explain the performance
differences between the groups. Although the SIP movement is
similar to regular walking, it requires more balanced control
because of a longer single-leg standing time. Hence, the SIP
training might have been challenging but acceptable for the
freezers and relatively easy for the nonfreezers.
4.4. Clinical implications

An impaired walking capacity is a major concern for patients
with PD. Patients with PD have difficulty maintaining regular
rhythmicity during walking. Auditory cues are useful for the
temporal deficit problem in patients with PD in terms of guiding
their rhythm when executing repetitive rhythmic movements. By
probing into the neurophysiological changes in the patients, we
could understand the effectiveness of the interventions and
identify the mechanism behind the motor improvements.
In this study, the SIP training is a simple exercise and can be

carried out without worries of falling. The results showed
reduced SIP movement variability after session regardless of
auditory cues. From some studies on stroke patients, long-term
SIP training can help to improve the coordination[24] and walking
ability[25]. Irregularity of step is a typical symptom in patients
with PD. The findings in this study and other related researchmay
imply the plausibility of SIP training to improve the gait
performance in PD, if doing this exercise for long term.
This study showed that the CSP and SICI were modulated after

single session of auditory-cued training. The results implied that
auditory cues could cause immediate plastic change inside the
brain, as noted in one fMRI study that rhythmic auditory cues
may play a role in activating compensatory mechanism between
the motor execution and perceptual networks in PD.[26]

Moreover, this study probed into the differential effects between
freezers and non-freezers in advance. We noted that appending
auditory cues to SIP training had more beneficial effects in the
freezers with modulated cortical excitability. Although some
changes in motor and TMS outcomes were observed in the
nonfreezers, the improvements were not as significant as those in
the freezers. This may imply that freezers depend on auditory cues
more than non-freezers.
4.5. Study limitations

This study has several limitations. First, due to insufficient sample
size and mild disease severity, the results may not be able to apply
to all population with PD. The theoretical sample size based on
the CSP effect size from a TMS interventional study[23] is fourteen
subjects. Although the participants were sufficient, the effect size
was around mild to moderate. More participants were required
for reaching a more reliable power and generalization. Further-
more, more freezers and non-freezers are needed for drawing a
clearer conclusion on their differential responses to auditory cues.
Second, studies on SIP are limited, so it is unclear what training
dosage is suitable for patients with PD. Therefore, the training
dosage potentially not being adequate for the nonfreezers might
7

explain the differences in the results between the groups. Future
studies should consider exploring the effects of SIP. Furthermore,
research on long-term SIP training should be considered in future
studies.
5. Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the immediate effects of applying
rhythmic auditory cues to SIP training and the differences
between freezers and nonfreezers in step variability, walking
ability, and cortical excitability. The results showed that after SIP
training, both the freezers and nonfreezers had improvements in
lower extremity variability. Appending auditory cues to training
also caused modulating effects on cortical excitability. Further-
more, the freezers demonstrated better improvements in lower
extremity variability and more enhanced inhibition in the
primary motor cortex than did the nonfreezers. Therefore, the
auditory-cued SIP training may be a suitable alternative for
walking training for patients with PD, particularly freezers.
Further research is needed to examine the optimal dosage of SIP
training as well as long-term outcomes.
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